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If you know anyone who may enjoy this
newsletter please let them know that they
can subscribe at:
www.KeepingChickensNewsletter.com

May 2009

Hi

Welcome to my Keeping Chickens Newsletter.

As usual, if you have any chicken related questions (or even tips, stories,
coop photos etc. you'd like to share in future issues of the newsletter or
blog posts) then just email news@self-sufficient-life.com
and I will do my best to answer / include them.

Best Wishes
Gina
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Subscriber Letters

Group at 6 weeks old

Gina Hall : I just finished reading the latest newsletter. I enjoy it greatly,
thanks! I am sending some pix of some very cute chicks I recently
hatched. They are about six weeks old now. I thought I was getting blue
salmon faverolles hatching eggs from a breeder but turns out her little
silky roo got in with the girls and so I ended up with five out of seven
chicks that are blue salmon faverolles crossed with silkie. They are too
cute for words!! I may have to keep a few of these crosses just because
they are so funny.

5 weeks old
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6 weeks old

Here are some pix of my latest hatch. They are white headed top hat
polish, blue andalusian and salmon favorolles. Aren't they cute?

Nine week old blue roo
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Ana del rosario : This is some of our ‘babies’ - she looks like a bride.

Glenn Thompson : Thanks, I really enjoy reading your newsletter. I have
9 Buff Orpingtons that are almost a year old. I average 6-7 eggs a day so
they're producing quite well. One day when I used about a dozen eggs I
thought the shells would make a good source of calcium. I crushed them
and gave them to the hens. They attacked them in an almost shark-like
feeding frenzy. Now, about once a week I throw some crushed eggshells
in their coop. Is this OK, or should I stop doing this? They seem to really
like the shells and they haven't cannibalised any of the eggs they're
laying.

My Reply : Egg shells are generally considered a good source of calcium
and lots of people do feed the shells back to their hens. Some do worry
that it might encourage egg eating but I've never heard of anyone where
that actually happened (if the shells are well crushed the hens are not
very likely to make the connection anyway). Baking the shells at about
200 degrees for around 20 minutes makes them more brittle and easier to
crush up.

Anne Pierce : Like so many of your readers I am a brand new chicken
keeper. (My husband uses the word 'chickenolic' but let's not go there!) I
am really enjoying your newsletter and all the wonderful pictures. In this
last issue there was a question about feeding crickets to chicks. Mine
LOVE them and the entertainment value is great compared to the cost. I
also feed wax and meal worms, the occasional earthworm, and the
occasional tick. Many pet stores have crickets, but the best deal is to
find a bait shop. I'm a source of amusement for the good ol' boys who
hang about in the one I buy my crickets, worms, etc. from.
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Jacqui Vale : Thank you for the newsletter, it arrived just before our three
new girls. I wanted to say that the contributor who wanted to know what
breed of chicken his black with white neck feathers was may have a
Magpie. We have just bought one ourselves and looks just like his
picture. I have attached a picture of our lady, Rietta to compare. Kind
Regards, Jacqui Vale

Adrian Lowes unknown hen – possibly a Magpie breed (?)
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Adrian Lowes : Thanks for that. It does look very much like ours so you
may be right. I can’t say I have heard of the magpie breed of chicken.
Update on how our things are going. The little chicks I sent photos of are
growing up quickly and are outside it their own separate little pen. At
what point is it generally safe to put them with the older ones. We had a
bit of a bad experience last year when starting out when we put some
about 10 weeks old with the fully grown chickens. They were ok for a
week then the older ones killed 3 of them. I may keep them totally
separate for a long time but I was just wondering if there was a guideline
time. We have some more chicks currently hatching, some of our friends
eggs and 8 of our own. So far 4 hatched out. 1 buff Orpington from our
friend and 3 of ours. Looks like at least another 4 trying to break out of
their shells. I have ordered some RIR eggs tonight via eBay as I hope we
will be able to breed them with our Black Rocks when they get older as I
have been told the resulting chick is very similar to the Black Rock and as
the Rhode Island Reds are of a utility strain it should keep the egg laying
ability high. You may think we are getting a lot of chickens but we have
loads of room and are wanting to get it totally self sufficient so that we
can sell some eggs to friends etc and then we hope the money will pay for
the feed and also our vegetable seeds each year. Anyway thanks for the
great newsletter again this month keep up the good work. Thanks Adrian

My Reply : There is no specific time for mixing two flocks together, the
general guideline is just when they are of a similar size (unless
purchasing pullets / adults and then a quarantine period of at least 30
days is recommended). There is a bit on mixing flocks from the July issue
here : http://www.keepingchickensnewsletter.com/mixingflocks.htm
Good luck with your new hatch / chicks ☺

Cally Underwood : Gina, I do not have photos as my camera is dead, but
I have to tell you that if it were not for your newsletter, I probably would
never have set out on the 'chicken' adventure. What a time it has been for
me, building the hen house, setting up a large pen for the chickens, then
watching my little flock of six peep out of the hen house and slowly make
their way out into the fenced pen for the first time. They hatched on
March 4, so they are getting pretty big now - wish you could see them
when I put grubs and earthworms in their 'dusting' bath pan. What a sight
- they grab the worms and look like turn into locomotives, running
around the hen house like crazy. I mix oats, parakeet grit, finely chopped
walnuts and dried fruit, and fish meal into their regular food, and they
seem to like it! I love my chickens and I love this newsletter. So far - no
mites! I dusted the henhouse floor with DE before putting down the pine
chips, also their roosts. Thank you for a great news letter!
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Kimberlee Croucher : Thanks Gina for this wonderful newsletter! We just
started raising chickens about a month ago and this newsletter has been
priceless! We bought a straight run of Dominiques and ended up with
more guys than gals, but we bought some mixed pullets from a local
supply store to introduce once they are older and the boys have vacated
the coop. I've included a photo of our favorite Dominique whom we just
found out is a “Henry” rather than a “Henrietta”. We are only keeping the
ladies, but this roo sure has a warm and fuzzy spot in our hearts.... he is
just a sweetheart!

C J Johnson : Ok Gina, I finally got started I just bought 12 Assorted
pullets I hope this goes well. Keep the newsletter coming.  Thanks
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Judy Stearns : Good Morning Gina – So enjoy your newsletter; my
friends do also. As you may remember, I have too many roosters. Never
did get rid of any, and they were being very hard on the ladies. Therefore,
I now have a bachelor pad. I took nine of the boys who all hung together
and put them in one coop. They seem to be doing just fine by themselves.
I transferred the seven chickens from that coop into the one with the
remaining ladies. This coop now has 5 gentlemen and 13 ladies. All the
ladies are much happier and I’m getting more eggs. They still are not
getting as many feathers back as I would like, but I’m trying to be patient.

200 Eggs a Year
Chicken Care Guide

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/200eggs-ChickenCare.htm
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Amy Fletcher : I want to thank you again for all of your hard work and
valuable information. We have really enjoyed raising “our girls”. I am
sending along pictures of our newest additions, 27 new girls. Some RIR,
black giants, and red stars. The little man with our ‘surprise rare bird’ is
Nathan our 3 year old. (She was named by our oldest, “chirpen’ dancin’
Sally”.) He just loves them and calls them “my baby hickens”. He loves
to go out to the coop and help me feed, water and gather eggs daily.
Thanks again! Amy F.

Guinea Fowl
A Guide To Raising Guineas

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/Guineas
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Pauline Jackson : Hello Gina just had to send you this picture it made me
smile. It's my to chickens posh and scary sitting on some eggs, I gave
posh (the black one) some eggs to sit on as she had gone broody, now
they have 3 days to go before they hatch and scary has decided to sit with
her lol. I cant wait to see how many hatch and who will play mummy lol.
I will let you know regards Pauline

UPDATE :

Hi Gina well the chickens in the garden have hatched their chicks faster
then my incubator lol I have 1 so far they nearly have all theirs lol It
looks like they’re sharing them. Posh has the most but she let scary have
some lol. I lost one he fell out last night and it was raining and cold so
never survived poor thing.

Dutch Bantam
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Mums doing well.

2nd UPDATE : Well the babies are in the house now, Posh was a good
mum but scary thought the chicks needed to be out the nest, I lost 2 as
scary had put them outside, she kept pushing posh to the edge of the box
till the babies fell out, then they went out the door and got cold, these 4
are all ok and I left her with 2 eggs to sit on don't know if they will hatch
just have to see. I now have 2 babies in my incubator so they are hatching
slowly lol. Hope you like the pictures regards Pauline

Evicted Babies
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Carol Ehlinger : We were so excited!! We had a broody hen (buff
orpington) who sat on 3 eggs for 3 weeks. It was the 23rd day and we
went into the coop and here it stunk to high heaven. My husband figured
that the eggs rotted so we picked up the hen and here a rotten egg was
stuck to her and another broken shell was also stuck to her, and here in
the corner of the nesting box was a peeping yellow chick that was still
wet! We snatched it up and put it in a box under a heat lamp and gave it
water and food. Within an hour it was drinking water and drying off. The
buff hen was still sitting on another egg that was rocking and peeping, so
we let her sit on it and on Saturday that one hatched and it's a little brown
chick (it almost looked like a mouse the way the color was and how it
scurried!). We removed the hen from the nest and placed her on the floor
(the nest was too high off of the floor for her to care for the babies) and
we gave her the chick, but she pecked at it and didn't seem interested. We
are raising the 2 new chicks in a box under a heat lamp in the house. We
are so excited to have hatched our first chicks! One mistake we made
though I believe is when she first started sitting on the clutch of eggs we
should have moved her (at night) down onto the floor. Then maybe she
would have accepted and cared for the babies. We're not sure what we did
wrong, but they are the cutest! I was wondering about one thing though.
When can we have her sit on eggs again? Can we do it right away or
should we wait and give her time to recuperate? I was reading that hens
are in a trance when then brood and only eat once a day and drink water
in the morning to moisten the eggs. I also read that their metabolism
slows down to almost a hibernate type state and their temperature also
lowers except their bellies stay at about 90 degrees to keep the eggs
warm. How soon can we allow her to sit again? She seems fine but I don't
want to tax her system either.
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Oh when she knew she wasn't sitting on eggs anymore she went crazy.
She gorged herself on food and chased all of the other hens and our
rooster away from her.....they stood silent in the run all cowering
together. I've never seen anything like that. She was like a mad hen. One
of our leg horns tried to go near her and she really pecked it away from
her. Once she went up onto the roost they all went back over to peck and
scratch and seemed to know it was ok. Should we have tried again to give
her the chicks back? We are new at this and weren't sure. My husband
thought it best for us to raise them and return them in a month. How do
we re-introduce them to the flock?

Last night she was already sitting on an egg. How soon can we have her
sit on eggs again? I don't want to strain her, but she is constantly broody.
Last winter she sat for several days in the nesting box with no eggs under
her. Should we wait a month and then see if she goes broody again or
should we forget it until next year as it would be too stressful for her? My
guess is when I get home she'll be sitting on eggs again even though the
chicks were hatched on Fri and Sat. Can a person refrigerate eggs and set
them under her as long as they are fertile? or shouldn't the eggs be
refrigerated?

My Reply : Being broody can be quite a big drain on a hen. I'm surprised
she is already laying eggs and being broody again straight away. Usually
a hen wouldn’t start to lay or brood again until after she has raised her
chicks (5-8 weeks) but as she is not raising them I guess that perhaps the
broody period for her must still be open. She is certainly determined ☺ If
she is thin and weak from a previous long period of broodiness it may be
better to try to stop her being broody (often easier said than done). If she
is in good health and you want her to hatch chicks there is no reason not
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to let her try again if you want her to and she is already broody.
Fertilised eggs have the best chance of hatching success if used within
two to three weeks but in theory could be stored for up to six weeks. The
large end of the egg contains the air cell, and so the egg should rest on
the small end or the side when storing. Whilst in storage they should be
kept in dry conditions and ideally at a relatively consistent temperature
somewhere around 50 to 60 ºF. It takes around 5-8 weeks for chicks to
get their 'adult' feathers. In that time they will have grown a lot so
depending on the size of your brooder you may need to transfer them into
their adult accommodation before then (or perhaps a sectioned area of it)
as long as they can be kept warm and safe. It is probably best not to mix
them into an adult flock before they are fully feathered (they are less
likely to be picked on if they are not very much smaller than the adults).
There is a bit on mixing flocks from the July issue here
http://www.keepingchickensnewsletter.com/mixingflocks.htm
(two slightly different methods)

Trish : Thought other readers might like to see our latest additions to our
chicken flock. They are 2 beautiful Golden Sebright hens. A pic is
enclosed. They are bantams and I thought they would get picked on by
the other chickens which are Orpingtons, Barred Rocks and Brown
Shavers. Well they do get picked on but they move very fast and get out
of the way! Hopefully they will lay once they are past moulting and the
colder/shorter light days. Trish, Auckland, New Zealand
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Gabby Betz : I have three hens - Mabel, Joy, and Daisy. Mabel has been
relentlessly broody for at least three weeks. As we do not have a rooster, I
would like to put an end to her unproductive sitting especially since she is
not eating as much as the others. I have to go out to the coop several
times a day to take her off the nest in hopes that she will eat. We have had
a very long winter in Montana (it's snowing now) so there haven't been
many days that the girls can free range. On the few occasions that it has
been nice enough for them to go out, Mabel will spend some time outside
but then heads straight back to the nest for the rest of the day. Will she
snap out of her broodiness on her own or is there something I can do?
They have a small coop and the other girls have given up trying to lay in
the nesting box since Mabel will not budge. They are now laying at the
bottom of the coop but I would prefer for them to use the nesting box
since the eggs usually stay much cleaner. Thanks so much for the
newsletter - I look forward to it every month!

My Reply : Broodiness does usually present itself as an unwillingness to
leave the nest. Often just moving a broody off the nest several times a day
works but as with yours some broodys will just peck around for a little
while outside and then disappear back to the nest to start again - a
determined broody can be hard to dissuade. If removing from the nest
doesn't work then the most common method (that I know of) is to get a
wire bottomed cage for her that can be hung or has legs (or resting on
bricks etc) so that the bottom is off the floor and put her in 'chicken jail'
(obviously with plenty of food and water as normal). The idea is that she
can't get herself comfortable enough to want to set any eggs. It often
takes about 3 days. The wire bottom in the cage is important because it is
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apparently the air circulating around her 'bits' that encourages her to
stop being broody. Hopefully 'chicken jail' will work but there are other
methods used in the old days which are a bit more extreme (there is a
poem from the 200 eggs book on my blog
http://successwithpoultry.blogspot.com/2008/02/settin-hen.html which
mentions some of the methods used - things like dunking in cold water,
and tying rattles to the tail feathers to make her run in a panic until
exhausted).

Stephanie Roy : I am very perplexed because my four chickens peck the
shells of their fresh laid eggs and subsequently eat them. I think they are
getting plenty of food. How can I stop them from doing this? Any advice
would be appreciated! Thanks.

My Reply : There are a few popular methods for stopping egg eating,
mostly involving some kind of trickery such as false eggs, or making them
taste bad - I had a little bit on egg eating in the April 08 Newsletter which
may help (page 13). The ideal thing is to collect any eggs before they get
a chance to peck at them (or have an egg catching nestbox - there is a
video of how to make one my blog :
http://successwithpoultry.blogspot.com/2007/06/how-to-build-your-own-egg-catching.html )
There is no one 'cure all' method so it is a case of trying some of the
different methods and hopefully one will do the trick.

Ten Acres Enough
How A Very Small Farm May Be Made To Keep A Very

Large Family

Ten Acres Enough is a self-sufficiency classic written by
Edmund Morris, and is his personal story of his journey
from city businessman to farmer. In this book Edmund
details the first 3 years of his 'back to the land'
experience; how he selected the land, what he chose to
grow, the animals he raised, planning and managing his
fully stocked kitchen garden and the layout of his fields.
He also passes along many tips for planting and growing
his selection of fruits and vegetables as well as sharing
his experiences with cows, pigs and chickens. He
explains honestly what worked for him and what did not.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/TenAcresEnough/selfsufficientliving.htm
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The start of a very busy day…

Patty Zinkowski : My 11 hens and one rooster free roam all day around
my farm here on Barters Island in Maine. Their daily routine consists of
visiting my horse barn for treats (after they've eaten breakfast down at
their barn), a stop at my composter to scratch for worms, a pass by my
kitchen window in hopes of a grape or two from me, then a cruise around
my bird feeders before returning home to their roost at the end of each
day. Here are some photos: My RIR (Lucy) is in LOVE with Jim (my
arucana rooster)...inseparable. Jim likes to hang out with my horse,
Allure. Lucy is never far from Jim - true love birds? The other photo
shows my hens enjoying the first grass shoots of the spring.
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Jayne : We have two bantams who have just hatched two chicks each
(both surrage for a friend ) my son who is 10 loves it - we live on a
housing estate so going to charge for a look  ☺

Hazel March : One tip that your readers might find useful. If chickens are
kept in a grass pen, a daily sweep up helps to minimise sour ranging. I
have found the best 'broom' to use is one I made out of a collection of
raspberry/shrub/tree pruning’s, bound with baling twine to the end of a
broom stick leaving about 4 inches at the sweeping end. It flicks all the
droppings into a scooper (I use one I bought for poo picking my pony
paddock) as easy as pie and costs nothing! Hope other readers find this
tip useful. Thanks for a superb newsletter. Regards Hazel
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Mary Walker  : Hi Gina. I'm Kinda new at this, (a newby really) but with
some online research, I'm getting the hang of it. We bought these chicks
2wks ago. This picture was taken yesterday or so. Anyway, we currently
have 3 Rhode Is Reds, 1 Black Jersey, 2 Rhode Is Whites, 2 Red Sexlinks
(I think), And 4 furry bannies. All females. Adding is 1 Americana baby
rooster, and 1 other kind. Not sure of the name, but I picked out 2 of the
least aggressive they had. Not buying anymore at this time. I truly love
and enjoy them dearly. And the kids are good with them too. They are 17,
9, & 7. Thank you for your help, and your newsletters :)))))))))

Ana : Is there any way by looking at the chickens eggs which one will be
a boy and which one will be a girl? One of my babies wants to sit on the
eggs, but I have 2 roosters and don't want any more. I hear that the round
ones are girls, is that true?

My Reply : The only way I have heard of people telling the sex from an
egg is the old wives tale of dangling a needle and thread over it ... if the
needle moves around and around it is a female, if it swings back and
forth it is male - this is supposed to work for both chicks and eggs. It may
be worth a try out of interest but I don't know how accurate it is. A lot of
commercial operations destroy any male chicks and so would not hatch
out any boys at all if there was a simple way of telling from the egg itself.
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T Jestat : Gina, My husband and I live in Southwestern Pennsylvania,
USA, and we have 24 hens and 1 Brown Silkie Banny Rooster. The only
other Bannie we have is a Barred Rock Frizzle. He has been trying to
mate with her for quite some time now as she has almost lost all her neck
feathers and mostly all of her wing feathers missing. How will we be able
to tell if she will ever have babies? We have had our chickens for almost
one year now (but not our hen). She is approximately 8 months old now
and our Silkie Rooster is over a year old. We want to have babies but
since we are kinda new to this we are not sure if or when the two of them
are going to give us babies. Can you please give me any help?

My Reply : If it happens it is most likely to be in the spring / summer
when the weather is warmest. Unfortunately it is impossible to say if or
when she will become broody because not all hens do. One mating should
fertilise the eggs currently in process inside her (which can often be four
or five) so it may not be necessary to keep the rooster in with her
constantly (particularly if he is a nuisance to her as that is likely to make
her even less likely to go broody). If she does not go broody and you want
chicks you may still be able to take the fertilised eggs and incubate them
yourself or perhaps one of your other hens will go broody and you can
slip the fertilised eggs under her to hatch. It is also possible for him to
fertilise the other standard hens eggs.

Sid : We love the newsletter and photos. My son's favorite chicken seems
to like his dog's pen more than her home. Kiwi loves to jump up on the
fence!
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Lynne Glazer : My vet Susan Garlinghouse raised these chicks in her vet
hospital, and I am getting her overage because they all survived. Aren't
they cutie-girls, and all socialized. I'm a pro horse and critter
photographer, so there will be lots of photos of my girls. These were
taken with a pocket cam. They will have a 6x6x6 foot cube plus garden
access, now to convince my cats that they are family.
The bottom ones were taken in New Hampshire of a friend's boys, hope
you get a chuckle out of the last one.
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Sandi Ferguson : Got a question. I've got a brooding hen who's lost most
of the feathers on her underside. Have you ever heard of this occurring?
In the dozen or so years I've have a backyard flock, this has never
happened. May gal's chest is totally bald -- lovely big Jersey Giant with a
bare-skinned belly! I can't imagine what's causing the feather loss or what
to do.  She's been sitting about 15 days, and each day I remove any eggs
laid in her nest by my other hens, leaving behind one wooden egg for her
to sit on. By chance the other day I turned her over and saw the bare skin
-- lots of it. I confess that I'd seen feathers on the coop floor for a while,
but didn't realize the extent of the loss, or that they came from the hen on
the nest.  If you have any advice, I would surely appreciate it.

My Reply : Some broodys pull out their own belly feathers when sitting
and it is believed that the reason(s) behind it could be to feather the nest
and/or to feel the eggs directly on her warm skin. It is fairly normal for a
broody to do that so I think it is most likely that she has done it to herself
and it is probably not anything more sinister.

Susan Britt : We are getting our chickens at the end of this month. Is there
one of your issues that I can find specifications for the amount of area
needed for each chicken & the size one should make a nest box?

My Reply : A general guide for floorspace of a coop house is a minimum
of 2 square feet per bird and for run space if there is an attached run the
minimum would be 3 square feet per bird, but you could easily double
those figures for a more spacious living area for them if you have the
room (some people prefer the guidelines of 4 square feet per bird housing
and 10 square feet per bird for run space). Nest boxes are usually 1 for
every 3-5 chickens. All sorts of nesting boxes can be built. There is an
illustration of a basic 12x12 one here
http://successwithpoultry.blogspot.com/2007/06/hatching-eggs-naturally.html
I also have a video on the blog of someone building an egg catching
nesting box http://successwithpoultry.blogspot.com/2007/06/how-to-build-your-own-egg-catching.html

Looking through the subscriber coops of each newsletter will show
examples of many more ☺

How To Make A Poultry
House and Run

Traditional Poultry Ark and Run
design.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/poultryhouse.htm
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My shih tzu mix Georgia checking out the little chick that flew up on the feeder
[ I think they like each other  ☺ ]

Angel Silverleaf  : Well, our chickens are 2 weeks old now! I am so
surprised at how fast they are growing! We started building our chicken
coop and hope to have it finished in a month... (only building on
weekends). I am thrilled with the process of being a Mama to these little
chicks.... every day is such an adventure! Thank you again for the
wonderful newsletter and fantastic information!

The coop and stairs leading down to the coop.

The last picture is showing how beautiful the feathers are on these 2 week  old chicks!
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Mary Perry : I just Found your newsletter and I think its awesome! My
Family have been raising Chickens for 2 Years now and I am still
learning a lot. We added to our flock Last Spring about 45 Chickens. So
we have about 53 hens and 7 Roosters. We have bought from a hatchery
and hatched our own several times. We have a huge Chicken house and
pen but our chickens are free range daily about 6-8hrs. I have two hens
that their Bottoms or Fluffs are hanging down very low when they walk.
Do you have any idea what would be wrong or would cause this? I have
inspected them. Their bottoms seem red inflamed somewhat fluid filled. I
don't see an egg stuck and I don't feel anything Hard.

My Reply : In the Success with poultry book it describes something which
sounds very similar. Its explanation for it is that sometimes a hen can
become so fat that their back end kind of bags down and almost drags on
the floor. The flesh becomes red and inflamed and the feathers can also
sometimes be affected and fall out. If it is caught early enough the
solution is to essentially put her on a diet by feeding sparingly and mostly
with green food. Any grain should be worked for by scratching. Also
gently apply Vaseline to the exposed flesh to help it to heal.

I don't know if this is exactly what you have but it does sound to me like
what you described. Lice and mites are common 'usual suspects' for a lot
of general under the weather type of behaviour and so are worth
checking for but for anything more complicated a vet checkup may prove
helpful.  A nutritional / vitamin supplement such as Avia Charge 2000
can also be helpful for health generally. Hope that helps.

Success With Poultry
Practical Advice on Eggs, Feeding,

Chicks, Housing, Diseases, Incubators and
Brooders, Turkeys Ducks and Geese

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/successwithpoultry.htm
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Dana Paulin : Hi Gina... we have 10 eggs in our incubator at the moment.
They should be hatching tomorrow. My husbands a little antsy and was
wondering when they hatch after you start seeing them moving. Or I'd
like to call jittering. We noticed last night that one was rocking back and
forth on its own. So far, we've spotting only three moving a little. I'm
thinking the others just aren't ready yet. What do you think? My husband
would love to know...first time chicken hatcher dad!

My Reply : Usually a healthy chick will hatch within 6-10 hours from
when they first start to break through the shell, but it can be longer.

Update : Just wanted you to know...we had 9 eggs hatch open...all 9
chicks are doing great. All the chicks are black except for 1 which is
yellow. They have been full of joy. We have 12 more eggs in the
incubator now. My husband is busy building another coop :) We’ll send
pictures soon! Thanks for all your help!

Spencer Lee : as you can see our coop is complete with all our hens we
got ten Ross Lohmans which 2 laid our first eggs today. Can you tell me
do the eggs get bigger as they lay.

My Reply : When pullets first start laying they can tend to have quite a
variety in shapes and sizes and it may take a few months for their eggs to
settle into their regular 'normal' egg.
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Subscriber Coops

17th March : The roof is on

Thanks to Christy Weicke for these photos of her new coop sent in as it
was being completed.

18th March : “if the weather is good this weekend the wall between the feed room and
the new coop will be installed and the interior walls up too.”

“Hopefully the new coop will be ready by the end of April. We got the
water sealer on the outside and the wall between the feedroom and coop
put up. The interior siding still has to go up and that needs treating too.
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The nest boxes and the perches will be the last to be built. We got a set of
french doors up on one part of the new coop. I need to paint them before
the next wave of rain.”

8th April : “This pic is the outside of the coop going into the feedroom. As soon as you
enter there is a door to the left and that's the chicken coop.”

8th April  “These are the pics of the unfinished chicken coop. I am hoping that this
weekend we can start to build the nest boxes and have them ready to be

put up the following weekend.”
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18th April : PVC runner attached to chicken coop

“We don't have any nest boxes or permit perches built yet. Other things
have taken its place to be built. The 26 little ones are TOO BIG for the
water trough now and we placed them in the coop. I added Carrot's rabbit
cage (who is gone now) in the coop for them to get up off the ground.
Patrick made two wooden perches and we placed a mineral tub with a
hole cut out of it. We let then out into the run only when we are home.
Still don't trust the neighbor's dog. We will put the 4 older chickens with
the 26 little ones once they make it to 16 wks. I don't want to get their
food mixed up.”

18th April : The little ones are 8 wks old (give or take a week depending on the breed).

Carmen (adult RIR) wants to investigate the little ones every time we
open the feed room door. I don't know if she wants to be friendly or she
just wants to let them know that she rules the chicken yard or she knows
that is where we know store the feed. I will let the older ones live in the
new coop once the smaller ones turn 16 wks old and the nest boxes are
up.
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25th April : My mothers day gift

“Well K.K.(Patrick's 6 yr old friend) came for the morning and they
chases the 4 adult chickens until they all were tired. Then they helped me
cut the wire off the little run that was connected to the new coop and we
introduced the little ones to the big ones. K.K and Patrick played all
morning in the chicken yard. Patrick helped me clean the old pine
shavings out of the coop and Sean put up the nest boxes with a ladder for
the higher box. Sean said he made it to hold his weight because he knew
Patrick would be up there as soon as he found the boxes. Soon enough I
had a Patrick on the top instead of the chickens. Now I feel better with all
of them inside the newer coop while the neighbor's dog is still running the
highway.
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After Carrot I said "never again" (and like my mom always says "watch what you
say"), we have a new addition to the growing family. Meet Mangus.

“We took the old small chicken coop and cleaned it well. Then we made
it into a travelling rabbit hutch for Mangus. Now he is out of the
workshop and into the country air.”

11th May : Carmen still rules the roost. The rest are growing fine and hopefully they
will produce eggs in September. I got most of Patrick's rooster sold to other farms
that need replacement roosters. They will be leaving the Homestead in mid-June.

Building Your Own Greenhouse
If you enjoy truly fresh fruits and vegetables take
the step and learn how you can have these tasty

commodities year round! Building your own
greenhouse may sound like a daunting task, but it
really isn’t. Whether you are an avid gardener or

a gardening wannabe, there is something for
everyone in The Complete Guide to Building

Your Own Greenhouse

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/greenhouseoffer.htm
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Thanks to Michael Johnston for these photos of his coop and chickens.

“ Here’s a few pics of my older hens. I’ve had them for about 6 years.
And a few of the 4 new chicks that I got last Friday. When I got the older
chickens 6 years ago, my kids were young and at first really excited and
interested in them. Then my daughter Madeleine relinquished all
responsibility for them after a few weeks. I had them both living in a
small wire rabbit hutch. Then soon I realized that they would need more
space at the rate that they were growing. My son Alex helped me with the
new Coop. Soon I will build an addition onto the Chicken Condo.

One of the original 2 chicks turned into a rooster that called all day while
no one was home. Soon I had the township come down and issue me a
warning . There is a farm animal ordinance in my township. I got rid of
both the rooster and the hen. I asked my neighbor Carl to keep them for
me ‘till the heat blew over from the township. Then, when I had them
returned to me I asked Carl if he would trade me one of his hens for my
rooster  { Carl’s house is a little more secluded than mine and he has been
raising chickens for years even though he is right down the street in this
same township. }
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Anyway...it’s been a few years now...with no problems from the
township…so...I decided I would like to get some more younger chicks.
The older hens never were big egg producers. And if I was lucky enough
to get an egg, it was few and far between. They break open and eat the
eggs unless I am checking for new eggs right after they lay them. I sucks ,
when I see the broken eggs…well...I’ve told you every thing...Your
website is VERY INFORMATIVE! and I really appreciate it. Thanks,
Michael Johnston

---------------------

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/OrderBuildChickenCoops
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My Reluctant Husbands Chicken Coop

Thanks to Faith Carr for the above photo of her new a frame coop.

“OK, so hubby didn't get entirely on-board with the chicken project. But
he couldn't stand the idea of a 2 chicken ark. So he built a 50x25 chicken
run. Then it got kinda cold here in Florida and the hubby couldn't stand
the thought of really cold chickens. So he built a coop for 'em. He's a
pragmatic guy, and built our girls an A frame. UGLY, but oh so practical.
I COULD NOT STAND THE PURE UGLINESS of it. So I painted it
Yellow (my favorite color), painted a window with curtains, and a surreal
flower garden. A few curlie cues on the corners just for a pixilated
flourish. The girlie’s still have feathers tipped with yellow paint. And the
simple minded ISA Brown kept pecking at the painted flowers long after
it had dried. In the coldest of Florida nights (ooh 35 degrees) gentle
hearted Hubby draped a blanket over the top. I caught him at midnight,
shooing the hens into the new, warm coop. Not satisfied, he installed a
corner to corner roost rod. And smugly smiles when they all (7) bed down
for the night. For my pragmatic, stoic fella, it's satisfying to see him smirk
with pleasure. Oh yeah, watching him fry up the JUMBO eggs brings me
my own smirk .... Next, the great CHICKEN ESCAPE! The Hawks were
on the wing...”


